ACROSS
1. Remove, as a hat
5. Head-and-shoulders sculpture
9. Past MAA president and MAGAZINE editor Paul M.
13. Affirm as fact
14. Foot part
15. Quickly pan-fry
16. Narrative
17. Early whirlybird, for short
18. Leggy, white wader
19. Past MAA President Carl B. with an eponymous award honoring articles in this MAGAZINE
22. Daniel of the old frontier
23. Handy
27. Past CMJ editor Donald J. who co-edited Mathematical People with 53-Across
30. Gear’s tooth
32. Unclothed
33. Column Like You ___ (Plants vs. Zombies mini-game)
34. Shoulder gesture
36. Schrödinger’s ___
37. First MAA President Earle R.
39. J. Arthur who co-edited this MAGAZINE with Steen
41. California’s historic Fort ___
42. Sappho’s poetic muse
44. Olympic gymnast Comăneci
45. Oboist’s accessory
47. Theater legend Hagen
48. Past MAA president also known as John Taine
49. Swirled liquidly
51. Embodying machismo
53. Past MAA President and MAGAZINE editor Gerald L. who also presided over the Fibonacci Association
58. Common sense?
61. Antlered buglers
62. Humerus neighbor
63. “Gay ___” (Victor/Victoria song)
64. Classic grape soda favored by Radar of M*A*S*H
65. Two π’s?
66. Past MAA President and MONTHLY editor Lester R.
68. “___”: Abbr.

DOWN
1. What statisticians crunch
2. Flattened circle
3. Tumbled down
4. Offer a party animal can’t resist
5. Bouffants and beehives, say
6. ∪
7. ___ to a halt
8. Norse thunder god
9. Croatia’s capital
10. ___ Town (Wilder play)
11. GPS display
12. Neural ___
15. Understands
20. Cliff’s nickname for Peterson on Cheers
21. Bach composition that may embody the golden ratio
24. False front
25. Adenine, guanine, cytosine and ___
26. Deadly
27. No longer at sea
28. Ogled offensively
29. ___ down for the night (tucked in)
31. “___ I’ve been told”
34. Old three-player card game
35. Like a little lamb, say
38. Unsophisticated
40. Candy bar ostensibly not named for legendary slugger
43. Mexican fare steamed in corn husks
46. Used a rotary phone
48. What □ does to a proof
50. Vogue competitor
52. “Breath of life” cross symbols of Egypt
54. Warrior princess of 1990s TV
55. Do in, like a dragon killer
56. “Movin’ ___” (The Jeffersons theme song)
57. Game theorist depicted in A Beautiful Mind
58. UV-blocking letters
59. “Women hold up half the sky” proclaimer
60. Misspell someone’s name, say
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Clues start at left, on page XX. The Solution is on page XX.

Extra copies of the puzzle can be found at the Magazine’s website, www.maa.org/mathmag/supplements.